The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live for how we live.

From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the hospital and from courtrooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the changing demands of our daily lives. Community’s offering of furniture is broad. It’s diverse. And it meets just about every need where you gather, dine and learn—no matter the industry or space requirement.
Gather. Coming together.
In offices, on beaches, in schools and on work, in dorms or just to be near others. Whatever the reason, Community provides all kinds of furniture for the places where people gather. Chairs, stools, lounge and bench seating that is designed and crafted for comfort and durability. Tables and casegoods for both work and play. From the smallest to the largest, anything and everything is just a call away.

Dine. Eating a meal.
Whether in a pub, a corporate cafeteria, a food court, a banquet hall, a hotel, restaurant or refined establishment, the basic needs are the same - a comfortable chair and a study table. With time-tested selections of standards, mixed materials and customized solutions, we’ve got a table and chair combination for you.

Learn. Gaining knowledge or skills.
From early childhood through college, and then continuing with career enhancements, life lessons and recreational enterprises, we constantly strive to improve ourselves. With seating, desks, training tables, storage and support devices, Community supplies the tools needed for teachers and pupils to achieve their goals, and to reach for new ones.

training & multipurpose
Wherever you find meetings, dining, training, conferencing, working, gathering, networking or studying, you’re sure to find prep training and multipurpose tables.

Be prepared for any situation with the prep offering from Community.

“Gather, dine and learn with Prep tables.”
Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning

Prep tables are designed to be used anywhere and everywhere. From the rigors of an office to the constant commotion of a cafeteria – durable, dependable and stylish Prep tables will exceed your expectations.

Elevate your space with prep multipurpose tables from Community.

“People come in all shapes and sizes, so do Prep tables!”

multipurpose tables  Prep tables are designed to be used anywhere and everywhere. From the rigors of an office to the constant commotion of a cafeteria - durable, dependable and stylish Prep tables will exceed your expectations.

Elevate your space with prep multipurpose tables from Community.

“People come in all shapes and sizes, so do Prep tables!”

multipurpose tables  Prep tables are designed to be used anywhere and everywhere. From the rigors of an office to the constant commotion of a cafeteria - durable, dependable and stylish Prep tables will exceed your expectations.

Elevate your space with prep multipurpose tables from Community.

“People come in all shapes and sizes, so do Prep tables!”

multipurpose tables  Prep tables are designed to be used anywhere and everywhere. From the rigors of an office to the constant commotion of a cafeteria - durable, dependable and stylish Prep tables will exceed your expectations.

Elevate your space with prep multipurpose tables from Community.

“People come in all shapes and sizes, so do Prep tables!”

multipurpose tables  Prep tables are designed to be used anywhere and everywhere. From the rigors of an office to the constant commotion of a cafeteria - durable, dependable and stylish Prep tables will exceed your expectations.

Elevate your space with prep multipurpose tables from Community.
Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning

prep tables

“...In a complicated world there’s a simple choice for training.”

training tables Specifying tables shouldn’t be complex, so Prep offers preconfigured training tables to make your job easier. Establish a look, decide on a configuration, add easy linking and power kits, and you’ll be prepared for any learning environment.

Connect and learn with prep training tables from Community.
**Prep Tables**

**Multipurpose Tables**
Prep multi-purpose tables are easy to order. Choose from a variety of top shapes and sizes with various base configurations to create a table that will fit your particular application. Whether you are creating a gathering, dining or learning space, you are sure to find the features and options you need for a successful specification. Also, you may call a Community customer service representative or reference the price list for helpful guidelines when you are creating configurations.

**Preconfigured Training Tables**
Spec-fying tables for training shouldn’t be complicated. With that in mind, Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
There are many options when selecting the perfect training table tops for your application. All tops are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 styles in two powder coat colors. Bases are offered with glides for spaces where the table will be stationary and with casters for those specifications that require mobility. Glides offer the added benefit of adding leveling ability for the top surface in cases where floors may be uneven. Casters and glides can be interchanged in the field and table top heights will remain the same.

**Base Options**
Prep training tables may also be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position. A non-directional, non-sequential electrical package allows for power in virtually any configuration. Simply disconnect each table, change the configuration, and reconnect the tables no matter the order no matter the direction. Power in-feed cables can be attached to whichever end of a configuration is closest to your power source.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tilt & Nest**
Training rooms are often used for more than one function, so training tables may need to be removed and stored. Tilting and nesting provides ease of movement and compressed storage. Prep training tables may be tilted and stored with optional power kits in position.

**Base**
Every base is powder coated, providing long lasting beauty and durability in high-traffic environments. Prep welded steel bases are produced in T, cantilever T, X and X4 configurations in standard, counter and bar heights with base rail lengths matched to top sizes.

**Edge Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.

**Tops**
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes for multipurpose applications. Preconfigured training table tops are available in several rectangle sizes with quarter round and wedge linking tops.

**Options**
Prep offers completely preconfigured training tables with optional linking and power kits that will make your job (and life) easier. Training packages include link tops, integrated modesty panels and dual wheel locking casters. A non-directional, non-sequential power kit is available in either a one or two-circuit grid, while a simple to use linking kit will keep your tables together.
Gather, Dine & Learn

Part of the Jasper Group family of brands, Community is furniture for public spaces.

The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live for how we live.

From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the hospital and from courtrooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the changing demands of our daily lives. Community’s offering of furniture is broad. It’s diverse. And it meets just about every need where you gather, dine and learn — no matter the industry or space requirement.